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Foreword

I was delighted to be asked to write the Foreword to Robert N. Smith’s third book in a growing series, examining the 
different aircraft operated by Australian airlines. This time he has chosen to feature the first Qantas Boeing 707-138B, 
VH-EBH ‘City of Darwin’. It fits neatly alongside his earlier book on the first Qantas Boeing 707-138 series aircraft, 
VH-EBA.

Aircraft manufacturers are continually seeking technological improvements to incorporate in their current products 
to gain an advantage over their competitors and therefore better satisfy their customer needs.

When Boeing commenced production of their first jet-engined passenger airliner, the 707-120 series in 1957 it was 
already working towards incorporating a number of improvements in the next model  which was commonly referred 
to as the ‘B’ series.

Boeing  had already established a rapport with a number of airlines by demonstrating a willingness to customise the 
707 to suit individual needs, and this is ably illustrated by the production of a variant of the 120 series specifically for 
Qantas. Over the ensuing years the three major Australian airlines - Qantas, Ansett and T.A.A. - have contributed 
technical innovations that Boeing engineers have incorporated in their aircraft, to the benefit of other Boeing 
customers.

When the improved version of the 120 series was released Qantas ordered 3 new airframes, later amended to include 
two additional aircraft. These aircraft became the Boeing 707-138B series, and the original 7 138 series aircraft were 
then progressively upgraded to the ‘B’ standard. 



This enlarged and upgraded fleet enabled Qantas to increase the number of ports serviced by jets as well as to 
gradually retire their remaining  Lockheed 1049 Super Constellations.

Having seen this book in its pre-production stage, I have no hesitation in recommending it to both the general and 
specialist reader alike.

Dr. E. D. Daw. Canberra, 2009



The Boeing 707-120B series - background information

With production of the Boeing 707-120 series airliner increasing in 1959, Boeing engineers turned their attention to 
improving their first generation jet airliner. One of the major drawbacks identified by the airlines was the 707’s lack 
of range - it was not a true intercontinental airliner in its existing form.

The turbojet engines lacked the necessary thrust that would enable Boeing to stretch the 707 to meet the desired 
range requirements of the world’s leading airlines.

Pratt & Whitney realising that the JT3-C6 turbojet engine had just about reached the limits of development in its 
existing form and explored the idea of replacing the first 3 stages of the engine’s low pressure compressor with a 
new two-stage compressor unit of greater diameter, thus effectively installing a ‘fan’ in front of the engine’s core. To 
drive this fan an additional turbine stage was added to the rear of the engine.

The fan’s role was to force more air into and around the engine, to be discharged at a slightly increased velocity. 
Some of this increased airflow was used to cool the engine. This resulted in the engine’s propulsion efficiency 
increasing with a lowering of the specific fuel consumption and hence a net gain in engine thrust.

Boeing engineers immediately saw the advantages the new jet engine offered. Termed a ‘turbofan’ engine the Pratt & 
Whitney JT3-D engine enabled Boeing to offer airlines the Boeing 707-120 series airliner that could fly one-third 
further with the same fuel capacity as well as uplifting a greater payload.

Other improvements were incorporated into this new version of the 707-120, now known as the ‘B’ series.



Firstly the fin height was increased to provide improved directional stability. A full hydraulically boosted rudder 
system was installed which provided better control at low speeds, especially at full take-off weights. This 
requirement had been originally identified by Qantas with their 707-138s as their shorter bodies required a more 
positive rudder leverage especially when taking-off at close to maximum all-up weight. This feature was then 
incorporated in all 707s built and retrofitted to those aircraft already manufactured.

A ventral fin was fitted to many aircraft, mainly as a safety device against over rotation on take-off.

The aircraft’s wing geometry was altered by the addition of a fibreglass leading edge glove that not only increased 
the wing’s area by 88 square feet but also increased the sweep angle of the inner wing. It effectively provided greater 
lift at lower speeds and controlled the centre of pressure more efficiently at higher speeds. This benefit translated 
into an increase in cruising speed. Additional leading edge flaps were also installed. When coupled with the new 
thrust reverser units fitted to the turbofan engines this improved the aircraft’s take-off and landing performance 
markedly.

Qantas was impressed with the new performance figures being quoted by Boeing on the 707-120B series. In March 
1960 Qantas announced that it was ordering three new 707-138Bs (later increased to four) and that the existing fleet 
of seven Boeing 707-138s would be upgraded to the new ‘B’ standard. As it turned out Qantas was the only airline to 
order new the short fuselage 707-138B series airliner. Boeing built six new 707-138Bs and with the existing seven 
707-138s converted to the new ‘B’ standard, only 13 such aircraft were produced from the total Boeing production 
run of 146 Boeing 707-120 / 220 series jet airliners.

The first Qantas Boeing 707-138B flew for the first time on April 13, 1961 as N93134. It was retained by Boeing for test 
and certification purposes before being accepted by Qantas at Seattle on July 29, 1961. The first four Qantas 



707-138Bs flew in an interim or experimental livery. However it was not long before Qantas recognised that a new 
marketing approach was needed so the general public would more easily identify and remember the new jets.

The name ‘V-Jet’ was devised, coming from the Latin name ‘Vannus’ meaning ‘fan’. The striking ‘V-Jet’ symbol was 
now applied to an all-red tail which exists to this day, now adorned by the highly recognisable white Qantas 
kangaroo that has been amended in style over the years.

The 707-138B V-Jets brought to the airline a number of benefits that ensured that these aircraft lived up to their 
nickname as the ‘Hot Rod’. Pilots found that the climb rate of these aircraft had gone from 2,400 feet per minute to 
5,700 f.p.m. Similarly the long black exhaust flumes, a dead giveaway of the early turbojet engines, had been greatly 
reduced especially on take-off. The aircraft could now fly higher and faster, carrying a greater payload over longer 
distances.

It was not long before the new V-Jets began to serve the additional route developments sought by Qantas. By 
November 1961 they had replaced the Lockheed 188 Electras on the Far East route (Sydney - Manila - Hong Kong - 
Tokyo) and the New Caledonia route from December 1961. In November 1964 the Fiesta Route (Sydney - Papeete -
Acapulco - Nassau - Bermuda - London) was inaugurated. One of the last jet services to be inaugurated was the 
Sydney-Christchurch route which occurred in April 1965.

The Boeing 707-138 series of airliners had introduced the Australian public to safe and reliable jet transportation in 
1959. Nevertheless the burgeoning need for aircraft with greater seating capacities and cargo carrying capabilities 
increased so the days of the original Qantas V-Jets were numbered.

By 1966 forward Qantas projections indicated a need for around 30 707s by 1970 but the availability of sufficient 
flight crews was beginning to pose a problem. Already a pilot shortage was beginning to raise its head.



Hence, larger and more efficient aircraft were needed and as airport authorities had already seen the need to 
develop airports and their associated infrastructure, so the days of the Qantas 707-138Bs were coming to an end. 
They were replaced by the larger Boeing 707-320C series jets, the first of which was VH-EBN, that carried forward 
the ‘V-Jet’ legacy until they in turn were replaced by the new era of ‘jumbo jets’ – the Boeing 747. 

The last Qantas 707-138B to be retired was VH-EBJ in September 1968. All of the original ‘V-Jets’ were sold to other 
airlines. At the time of writing this book only two ex Qantas 707-138Bs remain airworthy, the most notable being the 
last aircraft to be delivered to Qantas VH-EBM, now owned and flown by John Travolta in full Qantas V-Jet livery as 
N707JT.

Robert N. Smith. New South Wales, Australia. 2010





History of Boeing 707-138B VH-EBH c/n 18067-201 ‘City of Darwin’

Qantas announced an order for three Boeing 707-138B series aircraft in March 1960.The first of these aircraft rolled off 
the Boeing production line at Renton on March 10, 1961. It was test flown as N93134 on April 13, 1961 in a basic 
hybrid Qantas livery with Boeing titles. After certification it was accepted by Qantas at Seattle on July 29, 1961.

Entered onto Australian Aircraft Register as VH-EBH on July 30, 1961 it was registered to Qantas Empire Airways 
Ltd, Sydney. Departing Seattle it positioned to San Francisco on August 5, 1961 under the command of Captain A. A. 
E. Yates. It then entered commercial operation by flying the San Francisco - Sydney service later that day. On this 
flight it established a record for the Honolulu - Sydney sector of 9 hours 40 minutes under Captain E. Robinson. It 
also established a record for Seattle - Sydney sector of 14 hours 36 minutes.

It arrived in Sydney at the conclusion of its delivery flight at 11:58 am on August 6, 1961 having flown Seattle - San 
Francisco - Honolulu - Sydney, notably omitting Fiji, a stop required by the original 138 model. Named 'City of 
Darwin' it was placed on public display with over 10,000 people visiting the Qantas Jet Base to inspect the new 
arrival.

Although it was delivered in an interim livery it soon acquired the now famous red Qantas tail and ‘V-Jet’ titles. It 
also had the ‘Australia’s Overseas Airline’ titles applied to the upper fuselage. 

It operated the inaugural 707-138B service from Sydney when it operated the Vancouver service on September 1, 
1961. It was also used to transport the Australian Olympic Team to Tokyo on October 23, 1965. It operated its final 
Qantas service flying Sydney - Christchurch-Sydney on June 30, 1968. 



It was then withdrawn from use and stored at Sydney Airport before being sold to British West Indian Airways Ltd 
(B.W.I.A.), Trinidad on August 21, 1969. Its Australian registration was  cancelled on September 18, 1969.

Entered onto Trinidad & Tobago Aircraft Register as 9Y-TDC in September 1969 it departed Sydney on its delivery 
flight to B.W.I.A. on September 28, 1969. It sustained serious damage when the nosewheel failed to lower for landing 
at Toronto, Canada on March 23, 1973. It was repaired on site before returning to service. The aircraft was advertised 
for sale by B.W.I.A. in April 1977 but nothing eventuated. Its operational days were numbered and it was finally 
withdrawn from use and stored at Port of Spain, Trinidad on November 18, 1977.

It was purchased by Euro Air Financing on March 18, 1978 and entered onto Cayman Islands Aircraft Register as VR-
CAN that month. It was delivered to Ohio Air Center for VIP conversion and resale.

Registered to Universal Leasing in 1978 it was then advertised for sale by Omni Aircraft Trading in August 1979. 
Leased to Air Guinee in September 1979 it was flown with full Air Guinee titles for one week only before being 
returned to Euro Air Financing at Miami on September 28, 1979.

It was next observed at Stansted Airport with Hughes International stickers on May 4, 1980 but by August 1980 it was 
stored at Stansted. It was later observed in storage at Marana on September 23, 1981. It would seem that it then took 
up permanent storage at Marana.

It was later noted in storage at Marana complete but cocooned on February 21, 1992. It was again seen at Marana 
with its wings and tail removed on March 5, 2005. Its nose section was  transported by road from Marana for 
incorporation into a simulator on January 21, 2008 thus closing the history on this airframe.























































































































General Specifications - Boeing 707-138B

Type:! ! ! ! ! Boeing 707-138B
Wingspan:! ! ! ! 35.6 metres (130 feet 10 inches)
Wing area:! ! ! ! 283 square metres (2,521 square feet)
Length:! ! ! ! ! 41.20 metres (135 feet 1 inch)
Height:! ! ! ! ! 12.71 metres (41 feet 8 inches)
Weights:!! ! ! ! Empty:! ! ! ! 51,710 kg (114,900 pounds)
! ! ! ! ! ! Maximum Take-off:! 116,573 kg (257,000 pounds)
! ! ! ! ! ! Maximum Landing:! 86,183 kg (190,000 pounds)
! ! ! ! ! ! Normal Payload:! ! 18,960 kg (42,500 pounds)
! ! ! ! ! ! Normal Cargo:! ! 3,969 kg (8,750 pounds)
Engines:!! ! ! ! 4 x Pratt & Whitney JT3D-1 2 spool turbofan engines
Engine Thrust:! ! ! 17,500 pounds dry
Fuel Capacity:! ! ! 39,250 litres (14,858 gallons or 114,480 pounds)
Range:! ! ! ! ! 8,690 km (5,400 miles)
Maximum Speed:!! ! 1,002 km / hr (623 mph) - Mach .895
Cruise Speed:! ! ! 965 km / hr (521 kt) - Mach .830
Ceiling:! ! ! ! ! 12,800 metres (42,000 feet)
Seating:! ! ! ! ! 20 first class and 84 economy or 126 economy
Crew:! ! ! ! ! Flight:! 5! Cabin:! 6 
Cost new:! ! ! ! $US 5,500,000 (approximately)
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